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How my experiences led me to 
design “I Immunise” –
lifestyle/values (Kahan on CC).

Immunisation Alliance secured 
funding

Advocacy  risks polarisation, but 
need alternative within alternative!



1. Rusted on anti-vaxers.

2. Fence-sitters and hesitant 
parents / carers.

3. In-the-closet vaxers

4. Out-and-proud vaxers









• 9000 visitors to website (June)

• Radio, TV, newspapers

• WA glossy parenting mag, national alt health mag.

• Online articles on academic and parenting sites.

• Facebook (viral; Pinky McKay – 9K views)

• An AVSN supporter’s graffiti became media story.

• Farmers’ Market stall.





 $20,000 Sanofi Vaxigrant funded qualitative 
interviews pre and post campaign; most 
significant change.

 Online survey 27 Jan (launch day) – 8 April.

 Website and separate promotion

 350 participants

 Separated into “alternative lifestyle” and 
control; and those who saw campaign prior to 
completing survey, and those who didn’t.



 ACIR coverage stats deal in too-small figures.

 Supporting / empowering and INFORMING advocacy.

 Whether identity/ values-based approach is fruitful –
formation of views within ‘alternative’ identity.

 Is it counter-productive to draw attention to ‘the 
problem’ (Kahan) or do different standards apply 
when hesitancy is dominant discourse… limit the 
psychic pressure to conform.

 “Conversation” part of the problem? (Polarisation)



Qualitative research shows campaign brought ppl out of 
closet, but didn’t capture effects of this.

“I was never ashamed of making the decision.  But in 
terms of feeling very comfortable around if somebody 
asked me whether or not I immunised, I definitely feel 
more comfortable to say yes.  Yes, here are my reasons 
why I am comfortable about it, have you checked this out, 
and so on.” – Research participant, post campaign.

How to measure discursive impact (gradual / over time)?



Hesitant communities / 
communities of hesitancy.

Discourse, lifestyle, ideology. 

How is hesitancy formed, sustained 
and resisted within communities?

International collaborators?



• Immunisation Alliance of WA, esp. 
Melanie Freeman.

• Communicable Disease Control 
Directorate, Western Australia.

• Sanofi Vaxigrants


